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“Measure what is measurable, and make 
measurable what is not so…” 



Physics 

Normalization 



Society! 



History 



Social statistics: number of births,  
deaths, crimes, suicides, etc. 

From Newtonian mechanics of particles to  
statistical mechanics to describe gases  



Sociophysics 

From individuals that interact locally to  
collective behavior and organization. 



Risky business! 

People are not atoms: their  
interactions are not reproducible!  

Necessary condition: the size of the   
social groups must be big (large scale 
behaviour) 

In this way, the phenomena won’t be  
much affected by individual features  



Interesting aspects for statistical  
physicists: 

•  Large-scale regularities: scaling 

•  Universal features 

•  Microscopic origin of macroscopic 
behaviour 

Quantitative understanding! 



Bounded confidence: opinions need to be  
close to affect each other 

Deffuant et al.(2000) 

Opinions are real-valued. 

Evolution to one, 
two or more  
opinions  

Opinion dynamics 



Questions 

•  Shall we content ourselves with such 
a qualitative description? 

•  Is it possible to validate this 
approach? 



Building a phenomenology 
of social dynamics 

•  Voting behavior 

•  Citation behavior 

Quantitative characterization of large  
scale social phenomena 



Elections 

•  Large scale social phenomenon 

•  Lots of available data  



Elections 

State elections in Brazil 1998 (Costa Filho et al., 
PRE, 1999) 

  v =  # votes received  
         by a candidate 

Focus:  distribution of     
             v across all  
             candidates 

1/v behavior 



    Elections in Brazil 2002  

(Costa Filho et al., Physica A 2003) 

1/v decay reproducible over the years 



Indian elections (González et al. 
IJMPC, 2004) 

•  1/v decay occurs in different countries 

•  Is it universal? 



The 1/v behaviour is not universal! 



Problem: is it correct to put together  
candidates of different parties? 

Support for different parties wildly 
fluctuates, in an unpredictable way ! 

If we model the competition of candidates 
of the same party, the party does not play 
any role! 

Candidates are chosen based on some form 
of contact between them and the voters: 
model! 



A new analysis (S.F. & C. Castellano, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 138701, 2007) 

Proportional elections with open lists 

Examples:  
Italy (1946-1992), Poland, Finland 

Distribution of votes for candidates  
within a party 

P(v,Q,N) 

N = total votes for party 

Q = number of party   
candidates 



Scaling I 

P(v,Q,N)=P*(v,N/Q)= P*(v,v0) 

Only two independent variables! 



Scaling II 

Only one independent variable! 

P(v,Q,N)=P*(v,N/Q)= F(vQ/N)! 



The scaling function is universal! 



The universal curve has a 
lognormal shape! 



Municipal elections display identical decay 





Citations 

Lots of data from various sources 







Distribution of cites? 

Dependence on field (ISI category)! 



The average number of citations per paper c0  
varies a lot with the field     

Could c0 be the reason of the discrepancy?  

F. Radicchi, S.F. and C. Castellano,                          
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 105, 17268 (2008) 



The universal distribution is stable in time! 







Another regularity:  
scientific productivity! 



Other evidence? 

• Elections 

• Consumer behavior 

•  Financial behavior 

• Web user behavior 

• Web-based experiments 

Information not only from stationary  
states, but also from dynamics 

Ex. “Collective opinion shifts”,  
Michard & Bouchaud, EPJB (2005) 



Outlook 

•  The distribution of the number of votes 
received by candidates of the same 
party in proportional elections is 
universal! 

•  The distribution of the number of 
citations of papers in the same 
discipline, normalized by the average 
citation score, is universal! 

•  Search for other regularities in data is 
necessary to create a quantitative 
phenomenology in social dynamics  
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